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METHODS AND SYSTEMIS FOR DISPLAYING 
TEXT USING RSVP 

BACKGROUND 

0001. The present invention relates to apparatuses and 
methods for enabling improved display of textual content on 
an electronic display. 
0002 Communications devices, including PCs, Smart 
phones, tablets, e-readers, etc. continue to grow in popularity, 
and have become an integral part of both personal and busi 
ness communications. As a result, users continue to spend 
more time using their communications devices during the 
course of a day reading e-mails, reading web sites, sending 
short message service (SMS) messages, etc. The use of a 
communications device, and particularly a mobile communi 
cations device, for Such functions, however, may present cer 
taininconveniences to a user. For example, the display area of 
a mobile communications device may be limited, which may 
increase the time spent reading an e-mail or web site, as the 
user may have to scroll through multiple pages to read the 
entire e-mail or web site. Moreover, despite heavy techno 
logical (digital) advances, the illustration of textual informa 
tion on electronic displays has not fundamentally changed. 
Textual information is typically displayed in lines Such that 
the reader's eye moves sequentially from word to word. 
0003 Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) is a 
method of displaying textual content in which each word of 
the textual content is displayed in sequential order, one at a 
time, at a certain display rate, at a fixed location on a display. 
RSVP was first introduced in the 1970s as a technique for 
presenting text one word at a time in a display. Many refer 
ences since then have provided information on the use of 
RSVP in a variety of applications. Commercially available 
products based on RSVP include “Zap Reader' (www. 
Zapreader.com/reader) and “Spreeder' (www.spreeder.com). 
Some prior methods exist for improving the effectiveness of 
an RSVP by varying the display time of a word in the display 
based on word length and word type (see, U.S. Pat. No. 
6,130,968 to McIan et al. (“McIan')) and based on word 
frequency (see WO/37256 by Goldstein et al. (“Goldstein 
2002)). While these techniques are beneficial in improving 
comprehension of the displayed text, new techniques and 
methods are needed to further increase a user's reading speed, 
and improve the presentation of dense content on electronic 
displays. 
0004 Isolated efforts have also been made to apply RSVP 
to particular applications (e.g., email application) in mobile 
communications devices (see, US 2011/0115819 to Hanson). 
However, the challenges and opportunities for integrating 
RSVP into user interfaces for increasing the density of dis 
playable content remain largely unexplored. 

SUMMARY 

0005 Previous implementations of Rapid Serial Visual 
Presentation (RSVP) do not address using RSVP to improve 
user access to information from a homescreen (e.g., a “home 
screen” of a Smartphone running a mobile operating system 
such as iOSTM, AndroidTM, or Windows PhoneTM or a “desk 
top' screen of a PC, laptop, etc., running an operating system 
such as WindowsTM, or MacTMOS; or a homescreen/desktop 
screen of an intermediate portable device such as notepad, 
touchpad, etc running a corresponding operating system; all 
referenced herein as simply a “homescreen” for simplicity) 
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user interface or how to best integrate RSVP into a variety of 
applications. Given the increasing reliance on Small-screen 
devices (particularly mobile communication devices, but also 
notebook computers and other highly portable computing 
devices) for a variety of purposes, there is a growing need to 
efficiently utilize screen space within user interfaces. More 
over, even with respect to larger Screen devices, there are 
unexplored opportunities to create more efficient interfaces 
by incorporating RSVP techniques. Embodiments of the 
invention relate to electronic interfaces that effectively utilize 
RSVP to improve user access to information. 
0006. In one embodiment, a communications device dis 
plays a first icon representing a notification event associated 
with an application by displaying the first icon with an icon 
representing the application. The first icon further represents 
a presence of content that is displayable using RSVP. The 
communications device receives a first user interface action to 
select the notification event, and in response to the first user 
interface action, displays textual content associated with the 
notification event in a designated display area using RSVP. 
The RSVP content may contain embedded text, a uniform 
resource locator (URL), or an attachment. If the user selects 
embedded text, the RSVP content corresponding to the 
embedded text may be displayed in the designated display 
area using RSVP. In one embodiment, if the user selects a 
URL, the contents of the webpage corresponding to the URL 
may be displayed in the designated display area using RSVP. 
Alternatively, the webpage may be displayed by a browser 
application. If the user selects an attachment, an application 
associated with the attachment may be launched to open the 
attachment. For example, if the attachment is a photo, a photo 
viewer application may be launched to open the photo. 
0007. In another embodiment, the communications device 
displays a first icon within an application interface. The first 
icon represents presence of textual content that is displayable 
using RSVP. The communications device receives a first user 
interface action to select the first icon, and in response to the 
first user interface action, displays the textual content in a 
designated display area using RSVP. In an alternative to this 
embodiment, an application interface is configurable so that 
any selectable item within the application interface that is 
associated with textual content may have that content dis 
played using RSVP when the item is selected. 
0008. In yet another embodiment, a search query is 
received by at least one server computer. At least one search 
result corresponding to the search query is transmitted to a 
browser application for display in the browser application on 
a user device. The search result is configured to be displayed 
by the browser application with an icon representing presence 
of content, corresponding to the at least one search result, that 
is displayable using RSVP. 
0009. In yet another embodiment, textual information to 
be displayed as part of an online advertisement is received by 
at least one server computer. The textual information is con 
figured to be displayable using RSVP. The configured text is 
transmitted to a user device in response to a request for an 
online advertisement. 

0010. In yet another embodiment, RSVP content may be 
embedded in a map, photo, diagram, presentation, etc. A map. 
photo, diagram, or presentation may be displayed by the 
appropriate application. A user may specify whether to add 
“global RSVP content and/or “local RSVP content. If the 
user chooses to add 'global (e.g., in reference to a document 
in its entirety) RSVP content, an interface which allows the 
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user to add the “global RSVP content may be displayed. If 
the user chooses to add “local RSVP content, an interface 
which allows the user to specify location(s), element(s), and/ 
or text selection, and add the corresponding “local RSVP 
content may be displayed. For example, the user may specify 
locations on photos, maps, etc., specify elements or objects in 
photos, diagrams and presentations, etc. In one embodiment, 
the interface may also allow selection of text such that RSVP 
content may be associated with the selected text. In the case of 
a photo, in addition to specifying locations on the photo, the 
user may select areas of the photo, such as, for example a face 
of a person. 
0011. In yet another embodiment, RSVP content may be 
embedded in a spreadsheet in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. RSVP content may be embed 
ded as a comment on any cell in a spreadsheet. To embed 
RSVP content, a cell may be selected. Once selected, an 
interface which allows the user to input textual content may 
be displayed. In addition, the user may specify a sequence 
number for the comment. The user input text may be subse 
quently displayable using RSVP. In one embodiment, the 
content of every cell and/or every comment corresponding to 
a cell may be displayable using RSVP Optionally, a notifica 
tion marker/icon may be displayed indicating the presence of 
content or a comment including RSVP content. In another 
embodiment, a similar process may be used to embed RSVP 
content in a word processing application. For example, text 
may be selected, and a corresponding comment may be input 
by a user. The comment may then be embedded in the word 
processing document, and may subsequently be displayed in 
a DRDA using RSVP upon user selection of the comment. 
0012. These and other embodiments are more fully 
described below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 FIG. 1 is a diagram of a computer system 1000 in the 
context of a computer network in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0014 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of exemplary software 
modules included in the computer program product loaded on 
the user device of FIG. 1 in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0015 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of exemplary software 
modules included in the RSVP library of FIG.2 in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0016 FIGS. 4a-4b illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary homescreen in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0017 FIGS. 5a-5d illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary homescreen including a designated RSVP display 
area, which displays textual content associated with a notifi 
cation event using RSVP in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0018 FIGS. 6a and 6b illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary homescreen including a designated RSVP display 
area, along with a notification indicating the presence of an 
attachment or URL in accordance with one embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0019 FIGS. 7a-7c illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary homescreen including a designated RSVP display 
area in accordance with one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
0020 FIG. 7d illustrates a screenshot diagram of an exem 
plary homescreen including a designated RSVP display area, 
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along with a notification indicating the presence of multiple 
levels of RSVP content in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0021 FIGS. 7e-7h illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary homescreen including a designated RSVP display 
area displaying the additional levels of RSVP content indi 
cated in FIG. 7d in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0022 FIGS. 8a–8c illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary maps application in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0023 FIGS. 9a-9d illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary photo application in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0024 FIGS. 10a–10c illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary search results page in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0025 FIGS. 11a–11b illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary news website homepage enabled for dense content 
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0026 FIG. 12 is a flow chart diagram of a process of 
displaying RSVP content on a homescreen or desktop in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0027 FIG. 13 is a flow chart diagram of a process of 
displaying RSVP content included in file attachments, 
embedded text, and URLs in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0028 FIG. 14a is a flow chart diagram of a process of 
displaying RSVP content within an application in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0029 FIG. 14b is a screenshot diagram of an exemplary 
email application interface including a designated RSVP dis 
play area in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. 
0030 FIG. 15 is a flow chart diagram of a process of 
creating an RSVP version of an online advertisement in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0031 FIG. 16 is a flow chart diagram of a process of 
configuring search results with RSVP content in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0032 FIG. 17 is a flow chart diagram of a process of 
embedding RSVP content in a file in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0033 FIGS.18a and 18b illustrate screenshot diagrams of 
an exemplary spreadsheet application interface illustrating a 
process of embedding RSVP content in a spreadsheet docu 
ment in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. 
0034 FIG. 19 illustrates a screenshot diagram of an exem 
plary spreadsheet application interface including a desig 
nated RSVP display area in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0035. The present description is made with reference to 
the accompanying drawings, in which various example 
embodiments are shown. However, many different example 
embodiments may be used, and thus the description should 
not be construed as limited to the example embodiments set 
forth herein. Rather, these example embodiments are pro 
vided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete. 
Various modifications to the exemplary embodiments will be 
readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic 
principles defined herein may be applied to other embodi 
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ments and applications without departing from the spirit and 
Scope of the disclosure. Thus, the present disclosure is not 
intended to be limited to the embodiments shown, but is to be 
accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and 
features disclosed herein. 

0036 Referring now to FIG.1, there is shown a diagram of 
an illustrative computer system 1000 in accordance with an 
exemplary embodiment. In this embodiment, the text display 
system is implemented on an end user device 210, which is 
configured by computer program product 211 in accordance 
with an exemplary embodiment. Computer program product 
211 may be provided in a transitory or non-transitory com 
puter readable medium; however, in a particular embodiment, 
it is provided in a non-transitory computer readable medium 
(e.g., persistent (i.e., non-volatile) storage, Volatile memory 
(e.g., random access memory), or various other well-known 
non-transitory computer readable mediums). 
0037 End user device 210 includes a display 205. In some 
embodiments, display 205 may be configured to accept touch 
input. Computer program product 211 configures device 210 
to serially present text in a designated Rapid Serial Visual 
Presentation ("RSVP) display area 200 on display 205 (for 
convenience, referenced herein simply as "DRDA 200'). 
User device 210 may include any type of electronic device 
capable of controlling text display. Some examples include 
desktop computers and portable electronic devices Such as 
mobile phones, Smartphones, multi-media players, e-readers, 
tablet/touchpad, notebook, or laptop PCs, and other commu 
nication devices. In some implementations (e.g., a Smart 
phone or e-reader), the display 205 may be packaged together 
with the rest of device 210. However, in other implementa 
tions, a separate display device (e.g., a monitor) maybe be 
attached to device 210. While the illustrated embodiment 
shows a graphical border around DRDA 200, DRDA 200 
simply refers to a region (e.g., a window) on display 205 
where text is serially presented in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention and in particular imple 
mentations, DRDA 200 may or may not be outlined by a 
graphical border. 
0038. In one embodiment, user device 210 has typical 
computer components including a processor, memory and an 
input/output Subsystem. In some implementations (e.g., a 
Smart phone or e-reader), user device 210 may include a 
wireless transceiver, and one or more input interfaces includ 
ing a touch enabled display, a trackball, keyboard, micro 
phone, etc. In the illustrated embodiment, computer program 
product 211 is loaded into memory (not separately shown) to 
configure device 210 in accordance with the present inven 
tion. In one embodiment, text data may be loaded into 
memory for text processing and display processing by device 
210 as will be further described herein. Text data loaded into 
memory for text processing and display processing may be 
retrieved from persistent storage on a user device Such as 
device 210 and/or may be received from one or more server 
computers 101 through a connection to Network 102 (e.g., the 
Internet). One or more server computers 101 may be for 
example, one or more advertiser computers, one or more 
search engine computers, one or more web servers, one or 
more application servers, etc. In an alternative embodiment, 
at least Some processing/pre-processing of text data for dis 
play in accordance with the principles illustrated herein may 
be carried out by one or more remote computers such as 
server computers 101 and then sent to end user device 210 for 
display in DRDA 200 on display 205. In such an alternative, 
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Some or all of a computer program product such as computer 
program product 211 for implementing an embodiment of the 
present invention may reside on one or more computers such 
as server computers 101 that are remote from end user device 
210. In some embodiments, the entire computer program 
product may be stored and executed on remote computers and 
the results presented within a browser application component 
(e.g. a media player application) of user device 210 (browser 
application and media player application not separately 
shown). 
0039. In an embodiment of the invention, text (which 
includes, for example, strings of characters—e.g., letters, 
numbers, symbols, etc.—which constitute words, numeric 
figures, and combinations of both with punctuation marks and 
symbols) is presented serially (for example, one word at a 
time) within DRDA 200. As referenced herein, a “display 
element” will refer to a group of text data that is displayed at 
one time within DRDA200. In other words, display elements 
are displayed serially. In the primary embodiment discussed 
herein, a display element will generally consist of one word. 
However, in alternative embodiments, two words may be 
presented as a single display element. Also, in the primary 
embodiment, two words are sometimes part of a single dis 
play element such as, for example, when a number e.g., '9. 
is displayed together with a unit, e.g. “feet. So that, for 
example, the text “9 feet may constitute a single display 
element and be presented together. 
0040. In a conventional RSVP system, each word is cen 
tered in the display area, and the optimal fixation position 
shifts as words of differing lengths are sequentially displayed, 
resulting in Saccade movements as the eyes shift to the opti 
mal fixation position. The reader has to refocus on the display 
every time a new word appears that is of a different length 
than the previous word. The reader's eyes will move from one 
character to the next to find the optimal position, which is also 
referred to as a recovery saccade. In addition, when a longer 
word follows a shorter one, the Saccadic movement direction 
will be from right to left. When reading text in lines in a 
traditional paragraph display, most saccadic movement is 
from left to right so the reader is accustomed to this type of 
eye movement. Only occasionally, if the optimal fixation 
position is not found directly, the reader may have to move 
back from right to left. Thus conventional RSVP forces the 
reader to experience saccades which are not normal. Conven 
tional RSVP approaches offer no solution to these problems. 
In order to prevent or minimize recovery saccades in an 
RSVP, it is preferable to display each word such that the 
optimal fixation position does not shift in the display. The 
focal point of the reader can then remain fixed on the optimal 
fixation position, which is a specific point in each word that is 
determined by the total number of characters or width of the 
word. This optimal recognition position, hereinafter referred 
to as the “ORP” can be identified in the display such that the 
reader's eyes are directed to focus there as the words are 
serially presented. An RSVP which incorporates an ORP is 
hereinafter referred to as “ORP-RSVP. With an ORP-RSVP, 
text can then be presented at a faster rate because no saccades 
occur during the presentation. In addition, the elimination of 
saccades reduces eye fatigue and makes it more comfortable, 
resulting in a better reading experience for the user. Embodi 
ments described herein may be implemented using conven 
tional RSVP or ORP-RSVP 

0041. In addition, words are rarely greater than 13 char 
acters (according to Sigurd, only 0.4% of the words in the 
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English language are longer than 13 characters—see Sigurd, 
B. et al., “Word Length, Sentence Length and Frequency— 
ZIPF Revisited', Studia Lingustica 58(1), pp. 37-52, Black 
well Publishing Ltd, Oxford UK, 2004) and therefore, for the 
vast majority of words, it is preferable to limit the number of 
characters to the right side of the fixation point to 8 characters. 
Also, in some embodiments, a word having a length of greater 
than thirteen characters is divided into first and second dis 
play elements such that a first portion of the word is displayed 
first (along with a hyphen) and then the second portion of the 
word is displayed next. In some embodiments, an empirically 
determined ORP of each display element is presented at a 
fixed location of the DRDA 200. For example, each word of 
a plurality of words is serially presented and positioned in the 
display such that the ORP is displayed at a fixed display 
location within DRDA 200 and this enables recognition of 
each word in Succession with minimal saccade by the reader. 
Determining and displaying the ORP for display elements, 
and presenting display elements within DRDA 200 is 
described in more detail in co-pending U.S. application Ser. 
No. 13/547,982, which is hereby incorporated by reference in 
its entirety. 
0042. One embodiment of the present invention provides a 
method for serially displaying text on an electronic display 
comprising identifying an ORP for a plurality of words to be 
displayed and serially displaying the plurality of words Such 
that the ORP of each word is displayed at a fixed display 
location on the electronic display. In one embodiment, the 
ORP is identified as a character in the word. In another 
embodiment, the ORP is identified as a proportionate position 
relative to the width of the word in pixels. In some embodi 
ments, visual aids are used to mark the fixed display location 
(see e.g., hash marks 504 in FIGS. 5a-5d) and/or an ORP 
within the word (e.g., different colored font). 
0043. In one embodiment, configuring text content for 
RSVP display comprises parsing text into a plurality of dis 
play elements, inserting blank elements at the end of a sen 
tence, and determining a multiplier for each display element 
that can be used, along with user selected settings and/or other 
display parameters, to determine a display time for each 
display element. While, in alternative embodiments, it is pos 
sible to display each element for the same amount of time, it 
has been demonstrated empirically that a longer display time 
is beneficial for comprehension of longer words. It has also 
been demonstrated empirically that a longer pause between 
sentences is beneficial for comprehension of longer sen 
tences. Further details of certain exemplary systems and 
methods for preparing and displaying text using RSVP are 
described in co-pending U.S. application Ser. No. 13/547,982 
referenced above. 

0044 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of exemplary software 
modules included in the computer program product loaded on 
user device 210 of FIG.1 inaccordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. A number of modules are shown 
schematically inside device 210 to indicate modules in the 
device associated with text display functionality in accor 
dance with an exemplary embodiment. One or more of the 
modules may be implemented as part of a programmable 
microprocessor on the device 210, though the particular mod 
ules are shown separately in this example for clarity of expla 
nation. Other arrangements of modules are also contem 
plated. 
0045 User device 210 includes a desktop/homescreen 
manager 206 to control various elements to be displayed on a 
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homescreen (e.g., a "homescreen' of a Smartphone running a 
mobile operating system such as iOSTM, AndroidTM, or Win 
dows PhoneTM or a “desktop' display of a PC, laptop, etc. 
running an operating system such as WindowsTM, or MacTM 
OS; or a homescreen/desktop screen of an intermediate por 
table device such as notepad, touchpad, etc running a corre 
sponding operating system; all referenced herein as simply a 
“homescreen” for simplicity). For example, desktop/home 
screen manager 206 may control the icons, widgets, tiles, 
windows, folders, etc. and other information that may be 
displayed on a desktop or homescreen. An input manager 212 
manages inputs received from one or more input mechanisms 
Such as a touch-screen, trackball, keyboard, mouse, micro 
phone, eye-tracking, a gesture detector, or other natural inter 
face input detector, etc. For example, text input may be pro 
vided using a virtual (i.e., touch screen) or physical keyboard, 
mouse, trackball, etc. Alternatively, or in addition, a user may 
provide Voice/speech input via a microphone, which may 
then be converted to text. Various applications 208 (including, 
for example, applications 208a, 208b, and 208c) may run on 
the device and may provide data to be displayed through 
desktop/homescreen manager 206. 
0046 Various messages (e.g., email, SMS) may be 
received over a network Such as a wireless communications 
network connected to the Internet, via a wireless interface 
(not shown). Information received from the network, Such as 
from one or more remote servers, may be provided to the 
applications 208 by event manager 202, and information may 
be passed from the applications 208 back to the network. 
Event manager 202 may manage notification events that are 
presented to a user, e.g., through display 205. For example, 
event manager 202 may receive notification events from the 
wireless network. Notification events may include, for 
example receipt of text messages, emails, Voicemails, social 
network updates, file transfers, etc. The event manager 202 
may in turn forward the notification events to corresponding 
applications. For example, an email notification may be for 
warded to the email application. The application may then 
instruct the desktop or homescreen manager 206 to display 
status or notification information to alert the user. 

0047. As will be described in further detail below, RSVP 
library 204 allows user device 210 to present display elements 
using RSVP. In accordance with an exemplary embodiment, 
applications 208a, 208b, and 208c, which may be a word 
processing application, a spreadsheet application, a photo 
application, a map application, a webpage editor, a browser 
application, etc., may communicate with RSVP library 204 
through a RSVP application programming interface (API), 
such as API 214. As will be apparent to one of skill in the art, 
an API is an interface used by Software components to com 
municate with each other. In one embodiment, each applica 
tion 208a, 208b, and 208c may include application specific 
RSVP software, such as RSVP software 209a, 209b, and 
209c, respectively, which may allow applications 208a, 208b. 
and 208c to detect presence of RSVP content. Upon detecting 
RSVP content, RSVP software, such as RSVP software 209a, 
209b, and/or 209c may call RSVP library 204 via the API. In 
response, RSVP library 204 may display RSVP notification 
markers/icons, display DRDA 200, display RSVP content in 
DRDA 200, etc. In an alternate embodiment, the application 
specific RSVP software, such as RSVP software 209a, 209b, 
and/or 209c may instead be included in RSVP library 204. In 
one embodiment, application specific RSVP software, such 
as RSVP software 209a, 209b, and 209c may additionally 
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include logic to allow embedding of textual content within a 
file. Embedding textual content in a file is described in more 
detail in the description of FIGS. 17, 18a and 18b. 
0048 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of various software 
modules that may be included in RSVP library 204 in accor 
dance with an exemplary embodiment. Though the particular 
modules are shown separately in this example for clarity of 
explanation, one or more modules may be combined. Other 
arrangements of modules are also contemplated. RSVP 
library 204 includes RSVP notification markers or icons 302, 
RSVP parser 304, designated RSVP display area manager 
306, RSVP settings 308, RSVP activation listener 310, and 
RSVP length indication 312. RSVP notification markers or 
icons 302 are displayed by RSVP library 204 to alert a user of 
the presence of RSVP content. RSVP parser 304 may parse 
textual data into individual display elements suitable for dis 
play in DRDA 200. Designated RSVP display area manager 
306 may display DRDA 200 when appropriate user input is 
received. RSVP settings 308 include settings related to dis 
playing display elements using RSVP such as, the speed of 
display, selection of the type of user input to activate RSVP 
display, etc. RSVP activation listener 310 detects appropriate 
user input which is intended to select a RSVP notification 
marker/icon. RSVP length indication 312 determines the 
length of the RSVP content, which may be displayed, for 
example adjacent to DRDA 200. In one embodiment, the 
length may be displayed as an amount of time (e.g., in sec 
onds). Alternatively, or in addition, the length may be dis 
played graphically as, for example a status bar. As will be 
apparent to one of skill in the art, that the length may be 
displayed various other ways. 
0049 FIG. 4a is an illustrative homescreen 400 of a 
mobile communications device which has enabled display of 
textual information using RSVP in accordance with an exem 
plary embodiment. Homescreen 400 includes icons 402,404, 
406, 408, 410, 412, and 414 corresponding to various differ 
ent applications. Homescreen 400 also includes status area 
415 which may show notification events or indicators such as 
battery, signal strength, etc. FIG. 4b is an illustrative home 
screen 400 which displays RSVP notification markers/icons 
416, 418 and 420. RSVP notification markers/icons 416, 418 
and 420 indicate presence of RSVP content, i.e., content that 
is configured to be displayed using RSVP. As shown, notifi 
cation markers/icons 416, 418 and 420 are overlaid on top of 
icons 404, 402 and 408, respectively. In some embodiments, 
RSVP notification markers/icons may include a numerical 
indicator as shown in RSVP notification markers/icons 416 
and 418. The numerical indicators may indicate the quantity 
of notifications associated with that application. For example, 
RSVP notification marker/icon 416 indicates that there are 
two new email messages. As will be apparent to one of skill in 
the art, the numerical indicators may be incremented as addi 
tional notification events are received and decremented as 
notification events are viewed. In some embodiments, notifi 
cation markers/icons may also be color coded. For example, 
a notification marker/icon may be a certain color when new 
notification events are present, and a different color when all 
notification events have been viewed. Alternatively, notifica 
tion markers/icons may be removed once notification events 
have been viewed. Although notification markers/icons 416, 
418 and 420 are shown overlaid on top of icons 404, 402 and 
408, in Some embodiments, notification markers/icons may 
be displayed adjacent to, above, or below icons 404, 402 and 
408. In other embodiments, notification markers/icons 416, 
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418 and 420 may be displayed in other areas of homescreen 
400. For example, notification markers/icons may be dis 
played in status area 415. In other implementations, such as 
on desktop or laptop PCs, notification markers/icons may be 
displayed in the taskbar area typically located in the bottom 
right corner. In some embodiments, application specific noti 
fication markers/icons, DRDA, etc. may be implemented. For 
example, a social networking application may employ cus 
tomized RSVP notification markers/icons and/or DRDA such 
that the RSVP notification markers/icons and/or DRDA are 
consistent with the application UI. 
0050. In yet another embodiment, for certain applications, 
notification markers/icons may not be displayed. For 
example, for SMS and/or email applications, where notifica 
tion events typically include textual content, RSVP display 
may be enabled by default such that content associated with 
all notification events for these applications may be displayed 
using RSVP upon user selection of a notification event or 
upon user interaction with a selectable item (e.g., an email or 
a text message). 
0051 FIGS. 5a-5d illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary homescreen including a designated RSVP display 
area, which displays textual content associated with a notifi 
cation event using RSVP inaccordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. As shown in FIGS. 5a-5d, upon user 
selection of a notification marker/icon, textual content asso 
ciated with the corresponding notification event is displayed 
using RSVP in DRDA502. The user may select a notification 
marker/icon a number of different ways. For example, in a 
Smartphone with a touch enabled display implementation, the 
user may touch and hold the notification marker/icon. Alter 
natively, the user may tap the notification marker/icon, Swipe 
across the notification marker/icon, etc. In one embodiment, 
user selection of notification markers/icons may be deter 
mined by eye-tracking, gesture detection, or other natural 
interface input detection. As will be apparent to one of ordi 
nary skill in the art, various different user input methods may 
be used to select the notification marker/icon. In other imple 
mentations, such as on a desktop or laptop PC, or on devices 
without a touch enabled display, user selection of notification 
markers/icons may be provided using, for example a key 
board, mouse, trackball, eye-tracking, etc. It should be noted 
that user selection of notification markers/icons does not nec 
essarily require clicking or tapping a particular notification 
marker/icons. User selection may be made simply by “roll 
ing’ or "hovering over a notification marker/icon. In one 
embodiment, the desired method may be selected in RSVP 
settings 308 (see FIG. 3). 
0052. In the example illustrated in FIGS.5a-5d, if the user 
selects notification marker/icon 418, DRDA 502 may be dis 
played on homescreen 400, and DRDA 502 may display, 
using RSVP, the first of two SMS messages, which reads 
“Martina: please call me.” It should be noted that FIGS.5a-5d 
illustrate time sequence Snapshots of the content displayed in 
DRDA 502. For example, FIG. 5a shows that DRDA 502 
displays “Martina:” at time 1, FIG.5b shows that DRDA502 
displays “please” at time 2, FIG. 5c shows that DRDA 502 
displays “call” at time 3, and FIG. 5d shows that DRDA 502 
displays “me” at time 4. DRDA 502 may display an ORP of 
each word at a fixed display location between hash marks 504. 
As previously discussed, an empirically determined ORP of 
each display element may be presented at a fixed location of 
DRDA 502, the fixed display location being between hash 
marks 504. It should be noted that hash marks 504 are not 
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shown in Subsequent figures to avoid overcomplicating the 
figures, and embodiments of the invention may be imple 
mented using either ORP-RSVP or conventional RSVP. In 
addition, although DRDA 502 is shown displayed on top of 
the display, DRDA 502 may be positioned in any portion of 
the display. Although the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 
5a-5d shows display of textual content associated with a 
notification event using RSVP on a homescreen, in some 
embodiments, content may be displayed using RSVP on a 
screen other than the homescreen, Such as, for example, a 
“lock screen.” As will be apparent to one of skill in the art, 
notification events are often displayed on a “lock screen.” In 
Such an instance, selecting the notification(s) on the lock 
screen may result in content associated with the notification 
event being displayed in a DRDA using RSVP on the “lock 
screen. 

0053 FIGS. 6a and 6b illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary homescreen including a designated RSVP display 
area, along with a notification indicating the presence of an 
attachment or URL in accordance with one embodiment of 
the present invention. As shown, the RSVP content may 
include one or more file attachments and/or URLs. If there is 
an attachment and/or URL included in the RSVP content, a 
notification indicating the presence of an attachment and/or 
URL may be displayed with the DRDA. In one embodiment, 
a thumbnail image corresponding to the attachment or URL 
may be displayed in addition to, or instead of the notification. 
FIG. 6a illustrates DRDA 602 with a notification 604 indi 
cating the presence of a map attachment. Also shown is 
thumbnail 603, which corresponds to the map attachment. 
Although thumbnail 603 is shown displayed adjacent to 
DRDA 602, thumbnail 603 may be displayed anywhere on 
the display. Various types of attachments may be included 
with RSVP content. For example, in addition to maps, photos, 
documents (e.g., PDFs), etc. may also be attached to RSVP 
content. FIG. 6b illustrates an example with a notification 606 
indicating that a URL is included with the RSVP content. As 
discussed above in the example of a map attachment, a 
thumbnail image (not shown in FIG. 6b) corresponding to the 
URL may be displayed in addition to, or instead of notifica 
tion 606. It should be noted that although notifications 604 
and 606 are displayed underneath DRDA 602, notifications 
604 and 606 may be displayed adjacent to, above, or below 
DRDA 602. Alternatively, the notifications may be displayed 
in any other location on the display. In some embodiments, 
the content of a webpage corresponding to the URL may be 
displayed using RSVP in DRDA 602. In other embodiments, 
an application corresponding to the attachment may be 
launched to open the attachment and/or URL. For example, a 
photo application may be launched to open a photo, or a web 
browser may be launched to open a URL included with RSVP 
content. The process of displaying content included in an 
attachment and/or content of a webpage corresponding to a 
URL included with RSVP content is described in more detail 
in the description of FIG. 12. 
0054 FIGS. 7a-7c illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary homescreen including a designated RSVP display 
area, and FIG. 7d illustrates a screenshot diagram of an exem 
plary homescreen including a designated RSVP display area, 
along with a notification indicating the presence of multiple 
levels of RSVP content in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. It should be noted that FIGS. 7a-7d 
illustrate time sequence Snapshots of the content displayed in 
DRDA 702. For example, FIG. 7a shows that DRDA 702 
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displays “Meet” at time 1, FIG. 7b shows that DRDA 702 
displays “John” at time 2, FIG. 7c shows that DRDA 702 
displays “and” at time 3, and FIG. 7d shows that DRDA 702 
displays “Kevin' at time 4. In one embodiment, RSVP con 
tent may include multiple or “cascading levels of RSVP 
content. For example, RSVP content may itself include fur 
ther RSVP content. The presence of additional levels of 
RSVP content may be indicated by, for example displaying a 
notification similar to the notifications used to indicate the 
presence of an attachment and/or URL (see FIGS. 6a and 6b). 
FIGS. 7a-7d illustrate DRDA 702 which displays the mes 
sage “Meet John and Kevin.” However, this message includes 
additional RSVP content as indicated by notification 704 in 
FIG. 7d. which displays “John” and “Kevin.” “John” and 
"Kevin' are selectable items within notification 704 which 
represent further embedded RSVP content. For example, if 
the user selects "John', the RSVP content associated with 
“John' may be displayed. 
0055 FIGS. 7e-7h illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary homescreen including a designated RSVP display 
area displaying the additional level of RSVP content associ 
ated with "John' in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. DRDA 702 displays “John’s business is 
Acme.” As discussed above, FIGS. 7e-7h illustrate time 
sequence snapshots of the content displayed in DRDA 702. 
The message “John's business is Acme' may further include 
embedded RSVP content, as indicated by Acme' in notifi 
cation 704. If the user selects “Acme, the RSVP content 
associated with Acme' may be displayed (not separately 
shown). Similarly, if the user selects "Kevin RSVP content 
associated with "Kevin' may be displayed in DRDA 702 (not 
separately shown). It should be noted that although additional 
RSVP content was embedded in “John' and “Kevin, RSVP 
content may also be embedded in phrases, sentences, para 
graphs, etc. For example, “John’s business is Acme' may 
have been embedded in “Meet John' instead of just “John.” 
0056 FIGS. 8a-8c illustrate a screenshot diagram of an 
exemplary maps application in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. RSVP content may be imple 
mented in virtually any application. For example, FIG. 8a 
shows a maps application in which the presence of RSVP 
content is indicated by notification markers/icons 804, 806 
and 808. Notification 802 may be included to indicate the 
quantity of notification markers/icons displayed on the map. 
and to notify the user of “global RSVP content correspond 
ing to the whole map (as opposed to RSVP content corre 
sponding to specific locations on the map, which are specified 
by markers/icons 804, 806 and 808). For example, notifica 
tion 802 may have associated with it RSVP content such as 
"Check out these three restaurants.” Thus, if notification 802 
is selected by the user, DRDA 810 may display "Check out 
these three restaurants' (this message is not separately shown 
in the figures and DRDA 810 is not separately shown in FIG. 
8a). It should be noted that although notification 802 is shown 
in the top-right corner, notification 802 may be displayed 
anywhere on the display. As shown, notification markers/ 
icons 804, 806 and 808 include numerical indicators. In one 
embodiment, the numerical indicators may be used to denote 
quantity. In other embodiments, the numerical indicators may 
be used to indicate a preferred viewing order. For example, 
notification markers/icons 804, 806 and 808 may be used to 
indicate presence of RSVP content related to restaurants at 
specified locations on the map, and the numerical indicators 
alert the user to view the notifications in the specified order. If 
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the user selects notification marker/icon 804, DRDA810 may 
be displayed as shown in FIG. 8b. As shown in FIGS. 8b and 
8c, DRDA 810 may display "Great burgers!” which is asso 
ciated with notification marker/icon 804, using RSVP. It 
should be noted that FIGS. 8b-8c illustrate time sequence 
snapshots of the content displayed in DRDA 810. For 
example, FIG. 8b shows that DRDA 810 displays “Great” at 
time 1, and FIG.8c shows that DRDA810 displays “burgers' 
at time 2. In one embodiment, DRDA810 may automatically 
display RSVP content associated with markers 804, 806 and 
808 in sequential order after user selection of notification 802. 
For example, if the user selects notification 802, DRDA 810 
may display "Check out these three restaurants' and then 
automatically display "Great burgers!, (associated with 
marker 804) and then automatically display RSVP content 
associated with markers 806 and 808. 

0057 FIGS. 9a-9d illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary photo application in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. As shown in the example of 
FIGS. 9a-9d, RSVP content may be embedded in a photo. As 
shown in FIG. 9a, notification 902 may be displayed to indi 
cate the quantity of notification markers/icons, and to notify 
the user of “global RSVP content associated with the whole 
photo (as opposed to RSVP content associated with specific 
locations on the photo, which are specified by markers/icons 
904, and 906). For example, notification 902 may have asso 
ciated with it RSVP content such as “These are my friends.” 
Thus, if notification 902 is selected by the user, DRDA 908 
may display “These are my friends” using RSVP (this mes 
sage is not separately shown in the figures and DRDA 908 is 
not separately shown in FIG. 9a). It should be noted that 
although notification 902 is shown in the top-right corner, 
notification 902 may be displayed anywhere on the display. 
Notification markers/icons 904 and 906 may be displayed to 
indicate presence of “local RSVP content associated with 
the location on the photo specified by the notification marker/ 
icon. For example, as shown in FIG.9b, upon user selection of 
notification marker/icon 906, DRDA 908 may be displayed, 
and "Martina, which is associated with the location on the 
photo specified by notification marker/icon 906 may be dis 
played in DRDA908. Similarly, as shown in FIGS.9c and 9d, 
upon user selection of notification marker/icon 904, DRDA 
908 may be displayed, and “Martina’s boyfriend, which is 
associated with the location on the photo specified by notifi 
cation marker/icon 904 may be displayed using RSVP in 
DRDA908. It should be noted that FIGS.9C-9d illustrate time 
sequence snapshots of the content displayed in DRDA 908. 
For example, FIG.9c shows that DRDA908 displays “Mar 
tina’s” at time 1, and FIG. 9d shows that DRDA908 displays 
“boyfriend' at time 2. The process of embedding RSVP con 
tent in photos is described in more detail in the description of 
FIG. 17. In one embodiment, DRDA908 may automatically 
display RSVP content associated with markers 904, and 906 
in sequential order after user selection of notification 902. For 
example, if the user selects notification 902, DRDA908 may 
display “These are my friends' and then automatically dis 
play "Martina' (associated with marker 906), and then auto 
matically display "Martina's boyfriend' (associated with 
marker 904). In a particular embodiment, when RSVP con 
tent is played automatically for multiple markers, each 
marker is visually highlighted (e.g., bolded) while the RSVP 
content associated with that marker is being displayed. 
0058 FIGS. 10a–10c illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary search results page in accordance with one 
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embodiment of the present invention. Another example in 
which RSVP content may be employed is in the display of 
search results, including sponsored search results, display 
advertisements, etc. FIG. 10a shows a screenshot of a search 
results page for a search query “hotel in paris. As shown, one 
or more search results corresponding to the search query may 
be displayed. One or more of the search results (or sponsored 
search results, display advertisements, etc.) may be displayed 
with a notification marker/icon indicating the presence of 
RSVP content associated with that search result (or spon 
sored search results, display advertisements, etc.). For 
example, notification markers/icons 1002 and 1004 may be 
displayed adjacent to search results 1006 and 1008, respec 
tively, to indicate presence of RSVP content associated with 
those search results. Search result 1006 may be a sponsored 
search result. In some embodiments, notification markers/ 
icons 1002 and 1004 may be displayed above, below, or in any 
other location on the display. In one embodiment, advertisers 
and/or search engine providers may choose to embed specifi 
cally chosen content as RSVP content in the search results in 
order to include more information than what is displayable in 
the provided space. In another embodiment, content from a 
webpage may be embedded as RSVP content. For example, in 
the case of sponsored search result 1006, the advertiser may 
provide content which the advertiser wishes to be embedded 
as RSVP content (e.g., “Free Breakfast’ as shown in FIGS. 
10b and 10c). However, in some embodiments, like in the 
case of search result 1008, content from the corresponding 
webpage (e.g., HTML text) may be embedded as RSVP con 
tent. The process of embedding RSVP content in search 
results (or sponsored search results, display advertisements, 
etc.) is described in more detail in the description of FIG. 16. 
0059. Upon user selection of notification marker/icon 
1002, DRDA 1010 may be displayed as shown in FIGS. 10b 
and 10c, and “Free breakfast may be displayed using RSVP 
in DRDA 1010. It should be noted that FIGS. 10b-10C illus 
trate time sequence Snapshots of the content displayed in 
DRDA 1010. For example, FIG. 10b shows that DRDA 1010 
displays “Free” at time 1, and FIG. 10c shows that DRDA 
1010 displays “breakfast” at time 2. 
0060 FIGS. 11a–11b illustrate screenshot diagrams of an 
exemplary news website homepage configured with RSVP 
content in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. In one embodiment, RSVP content may be 
employed on websites to advantageously increase content 
density. This allows websites that provide large quantities of 
content such as, for example, news portals and eCommerce 
sites, to benefit from faster selection and reading of content by 
the visitor, especially on communication devices which have 
Small displays. For instance, in the example of a news web 
site, news headlines 1102,1104, 1106, 1108, 1110, 1112, and 
1114 may be presented as shown in FIG. 11a. As shown in 
FIG.11b, upon user selection of one of headlines 1102,1104, 
1106, 1108, 1110, 1112, and 1114, DRDA 1116 may be 
displayed, and the contents of the corresponding story may be 
displayed using RSVP in DRDA 1116. In one embodiment, 
the content of the news story may be configured using a 
<meta> HTML tag. For example, the story may be configured 
using <meta name="RSVP content="RSVP content goes 
here'>. Thus, when the browser application opens the page, it 
may search for the <meta name="RSVP'> tag, and display 
the text included in the content parameter using RSVP. 
0061 FIG. 12 is a flowchart diagram of process 1200 for 
displaying RSVP content on a homescreen in accordance 
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with one embodiment of the invention. A new notification 
event is received at step 1202. As previously described, a new 
notification event may include receipt of a new email mes 
sage, SMS message, file transfer, etc. In one embodiment, the 
notification event may have been received as a result of a 
“push' notification. Alternatively, the notification event may 
have been received in response to a request from user device 
210. It may be determined in step 1204 if the notification 
event is displayable using RSVP. In one embodiment, this 
determination includes determining if the corresponding 
application allows display of content using RSVP. For 
instance, as a result of user settings, certain applications may 
have disabled or may not allow displaying content using 
RSVP. If it is determined that the notification event is not 
displayable using RSVP, the notification event is forwarded 
to the corresponding application in step 1206, which may 
handle the notification event in the conventional manner. For 
example, if the notification is for a SMS message, the notifi 
cation is forwarded to the SMS application, if it for an email 
message, it is forwarded to the email application, etc. 
0062 However, if the notification event is determined to 
be displayable using RSVP, a notification marker/icon may be 
displayed in step 1208. In one embodiment, the notification 
marker/icon may be overlaid on top of the icon representing 
the corresponding application (see, FIG. 4b). In other 
embodiments the notification marker/icon may be displayed 
adjacent to, above or below the icon representing the corre 
sponding application. As previously described, the notifica 
tion marker/icon may also include a numerical indicator, 
which may correspond to the number of notification events 
for the corresponding application. The notification marker/ 
icon may be selected in response to user input received at step 
1210. The user input may include, for example a touch and 
hold of the notification marker/icon, a tap of the notification 
marker/icon, a selection of the notification marker/icon using 
a mouse or trackball, etc. As previously discussed, in some 
embodiments, a notification marker/icon may be selected by 
simply “hovering over the notification marker/icon. In 
response to user selection of the notification marker/icon, the 
designated RSVP display area (DRDA) may be displayed in 
step 1212. Textual content associated with the notification 
event may be displayed using RSVP in the DRDA in step 
1214. In one embodiment, the textual content associated with 
the notification event may be displayed in the DRDA as long 
as appropriate user input is present. For example, in the case 
where appropriate user input is a press and hold of the noti 
fication icon/marker, if the user releases the notification icon/ 
marker, the DRDA stops displaying the RSVP content and is 
then hidden. In one embodiment, the amount and type of 
content that gets displayed in DRDA may be defined or 
selected in RSVP Settings 308 (FIG.3). For example, in the 
case of an email, it may be selected that the sender name, 
subject of the email and the body of the email may be dis 
played using RSVP in DRDA. Alternatively, it may be 
selected that only the sender name and subject of the email be 
displayed using RSVP in DRDA. In some embodiments, 
RSVP content may contain additional embedded RSVP con 
tent as illustrated in, for example FIGS. 7a-7h. It may be 
determined in step 1216 if additional embedded text is 
present. If so, a notification (e.g., notification 704 in FIG. 7d) 
may be displayed in step 1218. In response to user input 
received at step 1220, the additional embedded text may be 
displayed in DRDA using RSVP. In some embodiments, steps 
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1218 and 1220 may be optional. In other words, all available 
RSVP content may be automatically displayed sequentially 
without awaiting user input. 
0063 FIG. 13 is a flowchart diagram of process 1300 for 
displaying embedded text (see e.g., FIG. 7d), an attachment 
and/or URL included with RSVP content in accordance with 
one embodiment of the invention. Upon completion of dis 
playing RSVP content, which may or may not have been 
associated with a notification event, it is determined in step 
1302 whether the RSVP content includes embedded text, an 
attachment and/or a URL. If the RSVP content is determined 
to not include embedded text, an attachment and/or a URL, 
the DRDA is hidden in step 1304. If the RSVP content is 
determined to include embedded text, an attachment and/or a 
URL, it is determined in step 1303 whether embedded text, a 
file attachment or a URL is included. If it is determined that a 
file attachment is included, an indication of the presence of an 
attachment is displayed in step 1305 (as shown in FIG. 6a). 
The file attachment may be, for example a photo, a map, a 
document, etc. User input indicating selection of the file 
attachment is received in step 1307. In step 1309, the DRDA 
is hidden and the application associated with the file attach 
ment is launched to open the attachment. For example, if the 
file attachment is a photo, a photo viewer application may be 
launched to open the photo. In one embodiment, the file 
attachment itself may contain embedded RSVP content. The 
process of opening a file which may contain RSVP content 
and displaying the RSVP content within an application inter 
face is described in more detail in the description of FIG. 14a. 
0064. If it is determined in step 1303 that a URL is 
included in the RSVP content, an indication of the presence of 
a URL is displayed in step 1306 (as shown in FIG. 6b). User 
input indicating selection of the URL is received in step 1308. 
In one embodiment, the webpage corresponding to the URL 
may contain RSVP content. As previously described, RSVP 
content may be embedded in a webpage using, for example a 
<meta> HTML tag. It is determined in step 1310 if the 
webpage corresponding to the URL contains RSVP content. 
If it is determined that the webpage does not contain RSVP 
content, the DRDA is hidden and a browser application is 
launched in step 1312 to display the webpage corresponding 
to the URL. If, however, the webpage is determined to contain 
RSVP content, the RSVP content is displayed in the DRDA 
using RSVP in step 1314. 
0065. If it is determined in step 1303 that embedded text is 
included in the RSVP content, an indication of the presence of 
embedded text is displayed in step 1316 (as shown in FIG. 
7d). User input indicating selection of the embedded text is 
received in step 1318. In step 1320, the RSVP content is 
displayed in the DRDA using RSVP. 
0.066 FIG. 14a is a flowchart diagram of process 1400 for 
displaying, within an application, RSVP content that is 
embedded in a file in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. For example, process 1400 may be used by 
a photo application to display a photo which contains embed 
ded RSVP content, or by a browser application to display an 
advertisement which contains embedded RSVP content, etc. 
In step 1402, the file may be opened by the application. In step 
1404, it may be determined if the file contains RSVP content 
(e.g., content that is configured to be displayed using RSVP). 
In one embodiment, this determination may be made by 
RSVP library 204 (FIG. 2). The application may request 
RSVP library 204 to determine if the file includes RSVP 
content. In one embodiment, RSVP library 204 may detect 
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the presence of RSVP content by searching the contents of the 
notification event for meta data, Such as a <meta> tag in 
HTML pages, EXIF data in photos, etc. In another embodi 
ment, the application may include application specific RSVP 
software (e.g., 209a-209c in FIG. 2), which may determine if 
the file contains RSVP content. 

0067. If it is determined that the file contains no RSVP 
content, the application may proceed as normal in step 1406. 
For example, if the file is a photo, and it does not contain 
RSVP content, the application may simply display the photo 
normally. If however, it is determined that the file contains 
RSVP content, the application requests display of notification 
markers/icons in appropriate locations in step 1408. In the 
example of a photo, the notification markers/icons may need 
to be displayed in specific locations on the photo. In one 
embodiment, the application may request, for example, 
RSVP library 204 to display the notification markers/icons. In 
another embodiment, the application may request the operat 
ing system to display the notification markers/icons. In yet 
another embodiment, the application may obtain the notifi 
cation markers/icons from RSVP library 204, and display the 
notification markers/icons. In an alternate embodiment, step 
1408 of displaying notification markers/icons is optional. A 
user device may be configured (e.g., using RSVP settings 308 
in FIG. 3) such that certain applications may display all 
content using RSVP. For example, applications such as an 
email application, a SMS application, etc. which primarily 
receive textual data, may be configured to display all content 
using RSVP. In such instances, displaying a notification 
marker/icon indicating the presence of RSVP content is not 
necessary as further described with respect to FIG. 14b. 
0068 Continuing with the description of FIG. 14a, upon 
receiving user input comprising selection of a particular noti 
fication marker/icon at step 1410, the application may request 
display of the DRDA in step 1412. In one embodiment, the 
application may request, for example RSVP library 204 to 
display the DRDA. In another embodiment, the application 
may request the operating system to display the DRDA. In yet 
another embodiment, the application may itself (e.g., using 
RSVP software 209a-209c in FIG. 2) display the DRDA. The 
RSVP content associated with the user selected notification 
marker/icon may be displayed in the DRDA using RSVP in 
step 1414. It is determined in step 1416 if additional RSVP 
content is present. If so, the additional RSVP content may be 
automatically displayed sequentially. For example, as shown 
in FIGS. 7a-7c and 8a-8d. if there are multiple notification 
markers/icons, DRDA may automatically sequentially dis 
play the RSVP content associated with each marker/icon. In 
another embodiment, user input may be requested before 
displaying RSVP content associated with each marker/icon. 
As previously discussed, the RSVP content may include one 
or more attachments. After displaying RSVP content, process 
1300 may be used to display any attachments included with 
the RSVP content. 

0069 FIG. 14b is a screenshot diagram 1450 of an exem 
plary email application on a mobile device in accordance with 
one embodiment of the present invention. Screenshot dia 
gram 1450 shows a list of email items 1454 which are dis 
played in a user's inbox. In one embodiment, process 1400, as 
discussed above, may be employed by the email application 
to display the content of selected emails using RSVP. A user 
may select an email by for example, “touching and holding 
an email item 1454. Upon user selection of an email, DRDA 
1452 may be displayed, and the content of the email may be 
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displayed in DRDA 1452 using RSVP. In one embodiment, 
the content displayed in DRDA 1452 may include the body of 
the email. Although notification markers/icons 1456 are 
shown, displaying notification markers/icons 1456 is 
optional. As discussed above, a user device may be config 
ured (e.g., using RSVP settings 308 in FIG. 3) such that 
certain applications may display all content using RSVP. An 
email application, which primarily receives textual data, may 
display all content using RSVP. In such instances, displaying 
a notification marker/icon indicating the presence of RSVP 
content is not necessary. In one such example, an application 
may simply list item titles (e.g., emails) without using RSVP 
notification markers/icons and then, upon receipt of a particu 
lar user interface action (e.g., a tap and hold) with respect to 
an item, the application will display content of that item using 
RSVP in a DRDA while continuing to display at least a 
portion of the list of other items. 
(0070 FIG. 15 is a flow chart diagram of process 1500 for 
creating an RSVP version of an online advertisement in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
Online advertisers, who are looking to increase the amount of 
content that is presented to users in a given amount of screen 
space, may benefit from incorporating RSVP content into 
their advertisements. Textual information to be incorporated 
into an advertisement may be received from an advertiser in 
step 1502. It may be determined in step 1504, whether the 
advertiser would like to embed the textual information as 
RSVP content in the advertisement. If it is determined that the 
advertiser does not want to include RSVP content in the 
advertisement, a non-RSVP version of the advertisement may 
be created in step 1506. If it is determined that the advertise 
ment is to include RSVP content, an RSVP version of the 
advertisement may be created in step 1508. The RSVP con 
tent may be configured using, for example meta-data tags as 
previously discussed. In step 1510, a RSVP or non-RSVP 
version of the advertisement may be saved on one or more 
servers. One or more servers may receive a request for an 
advertisement in step 1512. In one embodiment, the request 
may be from a browser application (e.g., for a banner adver 
tisement). In another embodiment, the request may be from a 
desktop or mobile application which displays advertisements 
within its interface. In response to the request, the advertise 
ment may be transmitted to the application in step 1514. In 
one embodiment, when the advertisement is received by the 
application, process 1400 may be used to display the adver 
tisement. In one embodiment, the advertisement may be dis 
played with one or more notification markers/icons similar to 
those shown in FIGS. 4b. 8a, 9a, or 10a to indicate the 
presence of content that is displayable using RSVP. The noti 
fication markers/icons may be overlaid on top of the adver 
tisement, or may be displayed adjacent to, above, or below the 
advertisement. 

0071. In addition to display advertisements, RSVP con 
tent may also be incorporated in, for example sponsored 
search results. FIG. 16 is a flow chart diagram of a process 
1600 for configuring search results with RSVP content in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
One or more servers may receive a search query in step 1602. 
In response to the search query, at least one search result 
corresponding to the search query may be configured with 
content that is displayable using RSVP in step 1604. In step 
1606, the at least one search result may be transmitted to a 
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browser application for display in the browser application. In 
one embodiment, the search result(s) may be displayed as 
shown in FIGS. 10a–10c. 

0072. In some embodiments, users may embed RSVP 
content into files such as for example, photos, presentations, 
maps, etc. FIG. 17 is a flow chart diagram of a process 1700 
for embedding RSVP content in a file (e.g., map, photo, 
diagram, presentation, word processing document, spread 
sheet, etc.) in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. In step 1702, displayable contents of a file may be 
displayed by the appropriate application. For example, a dia 
gram may be displayed in a drawing application (e.g., 
Microsoft VisioTM), or a presentation may be displayed in a 
presentation application (e.g., Microsoft PowerPointTM). In 
Some embodiments, the application may be a desktop appli 
cation while in other embodiments, the application may be a 
mobile application, or a web based application accessible via 
a browser. A user may specify whether to add “global RSVP 
content or “local RSVP content in step 1704. In one embodi 
ment, an interface which allows the user to choose between 
“global and/or “local RSVP content may be displayed. In 
some embodiments, both “local and “global RSVP content 
may be embedded. As used herein, “global content refers to 
RSVP content associated with the file (e.g., photo, map, pre 
sentation, and/or diagram) in its entirety. In the case of a map. 
in the example shown in FIG. 8b, notification 802 indicates 
presence of “global RSVP content, such as “Check out these 
three restaurants' and is associated with the whole displayed 
map. By contrast, notifications 804, 806, and 808 indicate 
presence of “local RSVP content associated with each loca 
tion specified by notifications 804, 806, and 808. Similarly, in 
the case of a photo, in the example shown in FIG. 9a, notifi 
cation.902 indicates presence of “global RSVP content, such 
as “These are my friends, and is associated with the whole 
photo. By contrast, notifications 904 and 906 indicate pres 
ence of “local RSVP content associated with each location 
specified by notifications 904 and 906. In another embodi 
ment, “global content may include a description of the file's 
contents. In Such an embodiment, selecting a file (e.g., by 
clicking on, or “hovering over the file's icon or name) that 
includes embedded “global RSVP content from a file man 
agement interface (e.g., Windows ExplorerTM) or a home 
screen may result in the “global content being displayed 
using RSVP. It should be noted that in such an embodiment, 
viewing the “global RSVP content does not require opening 
the file with an associated application. 
0073. If the user chooses to add "global RSVP content, an 
interface which allows the user to input textual content, which 
will be embedded as “global RSVP content is displayed in 
step 1706. In the embodiment described above where “glo 
bal” content includes a description of the file, the “global 
content may be provided in the metadata of the file. For 
example, a user may right-click the file icon, select an option 
to enteran RSVP description for the file, and input the textual 
COntent. 

0074. User input including textual content may be 
received in step 1708. In embodiments where text input is 
required, text input may be provided using a virtual (i.e., 
touch screen) or physical keyboard, mouse, trackball, etc. 
Alternatively, or in addition, the user may provide voice/ 
speech input via a microphone. The Voice/speech input may 
then be converted to text. If the user chooses to add “local 
RSVP content, an interface which allows the user to specify 
location(s), element(s), and/or text selection, and add the 
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corresponding textual content, which will be embedded as 
“local” RSVP content is displayed in step 1710. For example, 
the user may specify locations on photos, maps, etc., specify 
elements or objects in photos, diagrams and presentations, 
etc. User input including specified location(s), element(s), 
and/or text selection, and add the corresponding textual con 
tent may be received in step 1712. In one embodiment, the 
interface may also allow selection of text such that RSVP 
content may be associated with the selected text. In the case of 
a photo, in addition to specifying locations on the photo, the 
user may select areas of the photo, such as, for example a face 
of a person. The location(s), element(s), and/or text selection 
information and the corresponding textual content may be 
saved in step 1714. In one embodiment, location(s), element 
(S), and/or text selection information and the corresponding 
textual content may be saved in the metadata of the file. For 
example, in the case of a photo, the location(s), element(s), 
and/or text selection information and the corresponding tex 
tual content may be saved in the EXIF data. In one embodi 
ment, the textual content may be saved as plain text, in which 
case, the textual data may be converted to RSVP content (e.g., 
text that is configured to be displayed using RSVP) prior to 
displaying. In other embodiments, the textual content may be 
converted to RSVP content, and the RSVP content may be 
saved in the metadata of the file. 

(0075 FIGS.18a and 18b illustrate screenshot diagrams of 
an exemplary spreadsheet application interface illustrating a 
process of embedding RSVP content in a file such as for 
example, a spreadsheet document in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. RSVP content may be 
embedded as a comment on any cell in a spreadsheet docu 
ment. To embed RSVP content, a cell 1801 may be selected as 
shown in FIG. 18.a. Once selected, a user may click on for 
example, “New Comment icon 1802 or may right-click on 
the cell. Right-clicking on the cell may display a menu, from 
which “Insert Comment may be selected. Selecting “New 
Comment’ or “Insert Comment may result in the display of 
input field 1804 as shown in FIG. 18b. The user may specify 
a sequence number for the comment, if any, and provide the 
text for the comment in input field 1804. The text entered into 
input field 1804 is displayable using RSVP. In one embodi 
ment, the content of every cell and/or every comment corre 
sponding to a cell may be displayable using RSVP Option 
ally, a notification marker/icon may be displayed indicating 
the presence of content or a comment including RSVP con 
tent. A process similar to that shown in FIGS. 18a and 18b 
may be used to embed RSVP content in a word processing 
document. For example, text may be selected, and a corre 
sponding comment may be input by a user. The comment may 
then be embedded in the word processing document, and may 
subsequently be displayed in a DRDA using RSVP upon user 
selection of the comment. 

0076 FIG. 19 illustrates a screenshot diagram of an exem 
plary spreadsheet application interface including a desig 
nated RSVP display area in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. Screenshot 1900 illustrates a spread 
sheet application interface including DRDA 1904 displaying 
RSVP content that was embedded in the spreadsheet docu 
ment. As shown, notification marker/icon 1902 indicates 
presence of RSVP content associated with the corresponding 
cell. In addition, notification marker/icon 1902 may also 
include a numerical indicator (not shown). Upon user selec 
tion of notification icon/marker 1902, DRDA 1904 may be 
displayed, and the corresponding RSVP content may be dis 
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played in DRDA 1904. In one embodiment, the spreadsheet 
application may be configured to allow the content and/or 
comments corresponding to all cells to be displayed using 
RSVP whether or not an author has specially embedded con 
tent designated for RSVP display. In such an instance, noti 
fication markers/icons indicating presence of RSVP content 
may not be displayed. A user may for example, "touch and 
hold a cell, and as a result, DRDA 1904 may be displayed. 
The corresponding content and/or comment may then be 
displayed using RSVP in DRDA 1904. 
0077. While the present invention has been particularly 
described with respect to the illustrated embodiments, it will 
be appreciated that various alterations, modifications and 
adaptations may be made based on the present disclosure, and 
are intended to be within the scope of the present invention. 
While the invention has been described in connection with 
what are presently considered to be the most practical and 
preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the present 
invention is not limited to the disclosed embodiments but, on 
the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications and 
equivalent arrangements included within the scope of the 
appended claims. 

1. A method of providing an interface on a user device, the 
method comprising: 

enabling the user device to display a first icon representing 
a notification event associated with an application by 
displaying the first icon with an icon representing the 
application, wherein the first icon further represents a 
presence of content that is displayable using rapid serial 
visual presentation (RSVP); 

enabling the user device to receive a first user interface 
action to select the notification event; and 

enabling the user device to, in response to the first user 
interface action, display textual content associated with 
the notification event in a designated display area using 
RSVP 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
enabling the user device to display a second icon, different 

from the first icon, by displaying the second icon with 
the icon representing the application Subsequent to dis 
playing the textual content associated with the notifica 
tion event, wherein the second icon represents a read 
notification event. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the first icon further 
comprises a numerical indicator. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the numerical indicator 
corresponds to a quantity of notification events. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein displaying the first icon 
with the icon representing the application comprises overlay 
ing the first icon on top of the icon representing the applica 
tion. 

6. The method of claim 2, wherein the second icon is a 
modification of the first icon. 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein displaying the second 
icon comprises displaying the first icon in a different color. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the first user interface 
action comprises tapping the icon representing the applica 
tion on a touch screen display of the user device. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the first user interface 
action comprises touching and holding the icon representing 
the application on a touch screen display of the user device. 
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10. The method of claim 1, wherein the first user interface 
action comprises touching and Swiping the icon representing 
the application in a predetermined direction on a touch screen 
display of the user device. 

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
enabling the user device to determine if the notification 

event includes an attachment; and 
enabling the user device to display, if the notification event 

includes an attachment, a notification indicating the 
presence of the attachment. 

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising: 
enabling the user device to receive a second user interface 

action selecting the notification; and 
enabling the user device to launch an application associ 

ated with the attachment in response to the second user 
interface action. 

13. The method claim 1, further comprising: 
enabling the user device to determine if the notification 

event includes a URL, and 
enabling the user device to display, if the notification event 

includes a URL, a notification indicating the presence of 
the URL. 

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising: 
enabling the user device to receive a second user interface 

action selecting the notification; and 
enabling the user device to determine if a webpage corre 

sponding to the URL includes content configured to be 
displayed using RSVP 

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising: 
enabling the user device to display, if the webpage includes 

content configured to be displayed using RSVP, the con 
tent using RSVP in the designated display area. 

16. The method of claim 14, further comprising: 
enabling the user device to launch, if the webpage does not 

include content configured to be displayed using RSVP 
a browser application to display the webpage. 

17. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
enabling the user device to determine if the notification 

event includes at least one additional level of embedded 
text; and 

enabling the user device to display, if the notification event 
includes at least one additional level of embedded text, a 
notification indicating the presence of the embedded 
text. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
enabling the user device to receive a second user interface 

action selecting the notification; and 
enabling the user device to display the embedded text using 
RSVP in the designated display area in response to the 
second user interface action. 

19-40. (canceled) 
41. A computer program product in a non-transitory com 

puter readable medium including instructions which are 
executable by a processor of a user device for at least: 

enabling the user device to display a first icon representing 
a notification event associated with an application by 
displaying the first icon with an icon representing the 
application, wherein the first icon further represents a 
presence of content that is displayable using rapid serial 
visual presentation (RSVP); 

enabling the user device to receive a first user interface 
action to select the notification event; and 
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enabling the user device to, in response to the first user 
interface action, display textual content associated with 
the notification event in a designated display area using 
RSVP 

42. The computer program product of claim 41, wherein 
the instructions are also for at least: 

enabling the user device to determine if the notification 
event includes an attachment; and 

enabling the user device to display, if the notification event 
includes an attachment, a notification indicating the 
presence of the attachment. 

43. The computer program product of claim 42, wherein 
the instructions are also for at least: 

enabling the user device to receive a second user interface 
action selecting the notification; and 

enabling the user device to launch an application associ 
ated with the attachment in response to the second user 
interface action. 

44. The computer program product claim 41, wherein the 
instructions are also for at least: 

enabling the user device to determine if the notification 
event includes a URL, and 

enabling the user device to display, if the notification event 
includes a URL, a notification indicating the presence of 
the URL. 

45. The computer program product of claim 44, wherein 
the instructions are also for at least: 

enabling the user device to receive a second user interface 
action selecting the notification; and 

enabling the user device to determine if a webpage corre 
sponding to the URL includes content configured to be 
displayed using RSVP. 

46. The computer program product of claim 45, wherein 
the instructions are also for at least: 

enabling the user device to display, if the webpage includes 
content configured to be displayed using RSVP, the con 
tent using RSVP in the designated display area. 
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47. The computer program product of claim 45, wherein 
the instructions are also for at least: 

enabling the user device to launch, if the webpage does not 
include content configured to be displayed using RSVP 
a browser application to display the webpage. 

48. The computer program product of claim 41, wherein 
the instructions are also for at least: 

enabling the user device to determine if the notification 
event includes at least one additional level of embedded 
text; and 

enabling the user device to display, if the notification event 
includes at least one additional level of embedded text, a 
notification indicating the presence of the embedded 
text. 

49. The computer program product of claim 48, wherein 
the instructions are also for at least: 

enabling the user device to receive a second user interface 
action selecting the notification; and 

enabling the user device to display the embedded text using 
RSVP in the designated display area in response to the 
second user interface action. 

50-62. (canceled) 
63. A user device comprising: 
means for displaying a first icon representing a notification 

event associated with an application by displaying the 
first icon with an icon representing the application, 
wherein the first icon further represents a presence of 
content that is displayable using rapid serial visual pre 
sentation (RSVP); 

means for receiving a first user interface action to select the 
notification event; and 

means for displaying, in response to the first user interface 
action, display textual content associated with the noti 
fication event in a designated display area using RSVP. 

64-73. (canceled) 


